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Note by the Secretariat

Corrigendum

1. At its October 1975 mecting, theSub-Group carried out a multilateral examination
and analysis, on the basis of documentMTN/DP/W/9 andof the information provided by
delegations during the debate, of allthe measures maintained in the dairy products
sector by Argontina, Australia, Canada,the European Communities, Finland, Japan,
Now Zealand, Norway, South Africa, Swedern, Switzerland and the United States.

2. it was agreed that document MTN/DP/W/9 would be revised in order to take account
of the points raised during the analysis of the measures maintained, and of the
information which delegations havebeen invited to communicate to the secretariat, so
as to complete and up-date the document (MTN/DP/2, paragraph 7).

3. The present document includes the revised data concerning Now Zealand.

4. The Sub-Group agreed to carry on and complete at its next meeting the analysis
of export and import measures maintainedby ether countries participating in the
Sub-Group (MTN/DP/2 paragraph 6). A complete revision of document MTN/DP/W/9will
be issued subsequently.
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The New Zealand Milk Board administersters Marketing of milk for direct consumption (Milk Town Supply
Scheme). There is a subsidy an liquid milk for consumption; this subsidy was recently reduced substantially.

2/
The New ZealandDairy Board administers the guarranteedprice scheme for milk fat and solid non fat

produced by dairy farmers and is respensible for the orderly marketing of New Zealand's major dairy exports.
Butter and cheese exports, to the United Kingdom are specified under Protocol 18 (as part of the United
Kingdom's Treaty of Accession to the EEC, provision was made in this Protocol for the importation of specified
quantities of butter and cheese from New Zealand). Apart from these experts, the Board negotiates with
overseas buyers in respect of prices and quantities of export dairy produce. The Board acquires and
provides for the handling of the New Zealand export production and regulates the marketing of butter and
cheese en the domestic market. Theretail consumer price of butter sold domestically is currently subsidized
by the New Zealand Government. TheBoard is vested with the sole right to export dairy produce but the
import trade, which is very small, is inthe hands of private traders. Maximum domestic consumption is
encouraged, and the quantity availablefor export is determined only after full provision has been made for
the local market. The Board does not enter into long-term selling contracts except those in the form of
evergreen contracts which are loose arrangements fer renegotiating contracts normally for milk powders.

A stabilization account for producers is financed from Dairy Board profits.

Proceeds from Board marketing of fat products are paid into a Dairy Industry Trading Account operated
by the New Zealand Dairy Board, If this account is in surplus, the Board may make a supplementary payment
to co-operatives. The earnings, from other milk products, maintained in separate pooling accounts, are
paid outto the producers' co-peratives through the application of, a formula designed to assure equity of
returns to farmers. There is no Government subsidy.
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3/Bilateral credit agreement with Indonesia and. Peur.Indonesia: 3% interest over 25 years.
Payments of interest and repayments of principal suspended for the first seven years. Peru: principal
repayable over five years after five years grace 5 3/4% interest (MTN/3E/DOC/5/Add.7).

4/

1974 tariff, showing the duties which will be in force in 1977, (when British preference will
be nil). MFN duties as given in the Tariff Study (1973 tariff) for items 04.02 and 04.04 are as
follows: 04.02: 50%. 04.04: 10-55%. They are the same for the other items.

5/
Plus a duty equal to the difference between c.i.f. value and $49.60 per 100 kgs., when the

latter is greater.
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